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About This Game

How To Be A Real Dude is an open world sandbox game. This is a life simulator. The main objective is to enjoy what you are
doing. You can do whatever you want. You can explore the town, find money and spend it to buy something, kill someone, enter

any building – just everything that can be done in real life. You can live a regular life of an ordinary person or you can do any
crazy things, play jokes on other people, and so on – it is all up to you.
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Title: How To Be A Real Dude
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
Kiddy
Publisher:
Kiddy
Release Date: 9 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Dual Core 2.4 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 550

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Cool aesthetic, and their hearts are definitely in the right place. I love the various encounters that my crew can get into when I
send them down to planets. I think it needs a little more time to cook in Early Access, though - there's not quite enough going on
"under the hood" to keep me enthralled while I go from system to system and occasionally shoot things.

Were I the developers, I would improve the navigation system and map, so that I can tell where I'm going and where I've been a
bit more easily (my strategy thus far has been to go willy-nilly towards whatever jump gate has "???" above it, until I run out of
one of the supplies and backtrack frantically looking for a planet rich in that supply). Perhaps a listing of scanned planets could
pop up when you hover your cursor over an explored system on the map?

It takes a loooong time to earn an upgrade, which is fine as long as I'm excited to continue the grind. I'm not certain there's a
way to save at this point, which makes grinding less palatable.

It also seems a little arbitrary which supplies your crew come back to your ship with. I'd like an option to go for particular
supplies, or at least a system that automatically put more emphasis on needed supplies.

I don't want to sound like I'm complaining. This game is probably going to be really spiffy, once it's fully-formed! This is what
Early Access is for!. I can't say I recommend this game in its current state. Leaning over objects like tables pushes you
backwards, which is very nauseating\/disorienting. The game also really needs an inventory system, and an easier way of holding
objects for long periods. Obviosuly it is a work in progress, and the dev appears to be learning as they go. I will continue to
check out future updates, and will change my review accordingly if improvements are made.. It's a great game.
So great.
The greatest game.

#MAGA2020. I very good money grab game.. best gta
2016 still being best gta
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I really liked this one, though I may be biased since I'm into vampire games.
* You can choose your MC's personality throughout the game, which is very nicely done, since you don't have to be a pushover
if you don't want to.
* The 3 guys are awesome and they're very different in personality.
* I liked the characters' sprites a lot, their art is unique from what you usually see in VNs/
* There are no voiceovers but in my book that's a good thing (not a fan of English voices).
* Rather short, but that's expected for that price.
. This product is by Aerosoft who I have come across before being producers of payware for Microsoft Flight Simulator. All I
can say about this constantly crashing game is that it lived up to my expectations and it's performance limitations killed it stone
dead - five crashes to desktop in the space of one hour. From what I understand the sequel to this game is also worth saving your
money over for similar reasons. Avoid Avoid Avoid .... It's definitely one of the beeter choice of games in a while. One of the
things it does well is giving you a good sense of the world your in from the very beginning without being lazy and just using a
few pages for exposition at the start. The other thing it does well in the gryphon its self doing a fairly good job making it fell
like an actual animal which you would hope going into this. Finally for positives is that the supporting character are well written
giving you a good sense of who they are though it is easy to skip over them without meaning to if you focus on your gryphon
which i did

As for cons there aren't too many and they tend to not to be two bad. The first is probably the most jaring is the end without
going into spoilers its rather abrupt it ends right when it feels like it should be getting into the meat of it but the journey up to
that pont is still worth it. Finally this one isnt to bad and that is the stats as can be kind of unclear what choices increase what
stats particular with the griffon but its not to bad and once you figure it out its fine but it can kind of screw you on your first
playthrough this might have just been a me problem

(Sorry if its not the best review it is my first). When I start on Main menu or editer the mouse is all slow and can't pick the speed
it meant to be & mouse movement is to fast & I can't do anything!. Even though I've read all the reviews I still bought it when it
was 0,45\u20ac.
Not worth it.

I hoped it would be like Age of Castles #1, but it's not!
Besides the fact that you can drop down your entire castle and people by losing a fight the computer says you are going to
completely win, there is no goal. You can move freely around the map without any purpose. I'm lvl 30 at the moment and still no
clou what the hell I'm supposed to do.

Trust me: don't buy it. Go het something else for your 0,45\u20ac cents.
. Not bad but there's no way to fast dodge 1 block space away to dodge the most unfeasible part of the deal

This game is only worth some minutes of your time but i won't blame them! It is quite a good game even without option to
dodge or more accurate way to play without just having the speed up and bomb limits that means nothing while it goes too fast
or bombs aren't launched faster to go up with the speed of the game

Done!

i expect better games though in the future than just flash out games like these that are worth almost nothing but still fun concept.
Having a lot of fun with this one. The soundtrack is lovely, the gameplay is smooth and despite the nostalgic feel of this classic
collect 'em, bash 'em platformer it doesn't feel dated at all. Legend of Kay provides relatively simple gameplay without being
lackluster, the storyline is pleasant and engaging and though the cutscenes are a little lengthy at times there's hardly any cause
for complaint if you're after a fun, easy-going action-adventure game.. If you can but this game on sales and if you are a fan of
nostalgia, this game is a nice option. Just do not expect much. There is NO MULTIPLAYER !
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